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Abstract 

There is a tradition in Europe, going back at least as far 
as Wallis in the seventeenth century and continued in the work of 
Sweet, Vietor, Jespersen, and their contemporaries over the end of 
the nineteenth century, concerning the characterization of what it 
is to speak like a German, a Frenchman, or an Englishman, It is 
a tradition2 still in fashion with language teachers--though to 
some extent only as a matter of lip-service, since with honorabJ.e 
exceptions (e.g. Malmberg, Delattre} the Basis of Articulation has 
been largely ignored by theoretical linguists over the past decades, 
Nevertheless, it is proposed here that the insight central to the 
notion Basis of Articulation in fact illuminates some important 
issues in present-day phonological theory, and that the notion 
itself--although in somewhat modified form--must be revived. 

First, I shall relate the notion Basis of Articulation to the 
wider question of 'preparatory setting' as it bears on the under-
standing of skilled motor behavior in general: it will become clear 
that we must consider not only preparatory but also ongoing 
tendencies, with 'local' as well as universal elements. 

Second, I shall briefly sketch what modern experimental methods 
suggest concerning the universal and language-particular elements 
of the Basis, and give examples from several languages. 

Third , I shall try to show how these findings mesh in a 
natural way with, and thus enrich present-day phonological theory. 
In in~roducing the notion 'causal unity' into the consideration 
of phonetic processes, I shall argue that the processes thus provoked 
or constrained constitute a natural sub~component of the phonology 
of language, one which ignores the line commonly drawn between 
competency and performance. 

I shall, finally, suggest how the child 'acquires' the Basis 
required by his language, a.nd thereby derive a possible explanation 
for both the gross similarities and the individual variations of 
the Basis of Articulation for speakers of the same dialect. 

1. The Basis of Articulation. 

1.1. The control of skilled human motor behavior may be likened 
to the control of a delicate multi-purpose machine by some kind of 
servo-mechanism, that is, by a device that returns information to 
the command system concerning the current state of the moving members. 
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Thus the primary conimand system consists not merely of a device 
transmitting pre-arranged commands coded for a given activity and 
in a given sequence, but also of a monitor or feed-back device. 
But there is a third device required for all but the crudest control 
systems, that is, some we.y of setting the ranges over which the 
members may respond and also thethresholdof sensitivity of the 
members. It is with this third, bias or feedforward device that 
the machine is in fact primed,3 both for the onset of performance 
a.nd for its continuance; and it is obvious that such priming will 
necessarily be specific for each code of activity-commands. 

1.2. The conunands to the speech tract are neural instructions for 
muscle-movements according to the speech code, and the tract feed-
back consists in acoustic and proprioceptive information. What of 
the feedforward? 

The speech tract consists of members such as the larynx, 
pharynx, tongue, velum, etc., all of ~hich also possess vegetative 
functions for the speaker. The adoption of a speech mode thus 
itself dictates certain universal aspects of priming, of which I 
shall name but two. First, certain otherwise autonomic functions 
of the tract are brought under speech-program contro14--breathing is 
the best example. Under spinal cord control, rest-breathing has a 
regular cycle of approximately equal inspiration and expiration 
phases, inspiration being controlled through certain muscles of the 
chest and abdomen, while expiration is provoked as a reflex, through 
the elastic recoil of the lungs themselves. In speech, this cycle 
is replaced by one in which inspiration (by the same muscles) is 
quite rapid, but expiration is closely controlled so that (as Ladefoged 
1962 has shown)aconstant pressure-difference is maintained across the 
vocal cords for some seconds despite the fall in lung pressure. 
Within quite wide limits, then, we are free when speaking to plan 
sentences much longer than the time for non-speech expiration,without 
needing to pause for breath. 

Second, certain sets of muscles normally working together,must 
be disassociated. The velum-raising muscles normally work together 
with the muscles of the tongue and the pharynx and larynx, all of 
which must contract in a certain pattern (Negus 1949) if swallowing 
is to be effective. In speech, however, the velum must on the one 
hand be controlled quite independently; on the other hand, the 
larynx must be raised, but not carried forward as in swallowing. 

Thus the feedforward device must initiate recoordinations for  
whole systems of muscles as part of the decision to operate in the  
speech mode. Experimental evidence suggests that such mode-specific  
re-coordinations also dictate the stance of the larynx, the pharynx,  
and even the internal musculature of the tongue.  

1,3. There is now a certain amount of evidence, too [albeit  
mainly gathered for English speakers, and then only for single  
speakers as a rule], to show that the priming activity postulated  
for skilled motor activity can actually be detected measurably  
before the onset of speech production. For both English and  
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Ja.p&nese, for inst&nce, the vocl!l.l cords are clearly in a partly  
adducted attitude fully fitty milli-seconds before they are set into  
vibration for a vowel; tor English, the ultrasound rec~r~ings of  

· Kelsey et s.l. (1968) show the pharynx relaxed measi.µ"ably before 
voice onset; and other recordings show the raising of the larynx, 
the raising and.drawing torward of the tongue (Perkell 1965), and 
the raising of the velum (Bj5rk 1961, Fritzel 1963), etc. Most 
instructive is the case of the velum, which rises at speech onset; 
notice that this rise J11S¥ be seen (Kozhevnikov and Chistovich 1965), 
briefly but clearly, even if the first segment or the coming 
utterance is to be a nasal consona.nt--i.e., a consonant actually 
requiring the velum to be lowered, 

So clear is this distinction between the vegetative and speech 
:functions of the vocal tract that their accidental. intersection can 
cause serious problems. Consider the heal.th hazards of speaking 
while eating--as already noted, for speech the larynx is not carried 
forward as required for swallowing, with the result that food me;y 
cascade over the tongue and into the lungs via the partly open cords. 
Or consider the span of a single breath group when contradicted 
either by the requirement of a closed glottis, as when trying to 
hold a conversation while carrying a very heavy object, or in extreme 
cases such as speaking while suffering severe pain or even while 
laughing. 

Finally, consi.der the ·survival or re-emergence of elements of 
the autonomous program in speech-defects such as lisping (perhaps 
attributable to the dominance of the sucking reflex), or in drooling 
and similar regressions noted in the speech of child psychotics or 
retardates (Luchsinger &Arnold 1965). 

1.4. Less unambiguous at first sight, but I think no less surely 
to be inferred from the records, is the ongoing activity of the Basis. 
If we look on the ongoing Basis as a matter of tonus-adjustment, then 
the records become quite clear in its favor. For the members of 
the tract do not fall back to their rest positions during the 
utterance, or even (sometimes) across utterances. Thus, the velum 
lovers for a nasal consonant, but not as· far as the rest position; 
and the same is true of the height of the larynx, the length of the 
vocal cords, even the width of the pharynx. In general, experimental. 
work suggests that, once set, these subsystems probably retain their 
tonus, at least for the length of a breath-group.5 

2. Langua~e specific elements of the Basis. 

2.1. Some elements of the Basis of Articulation are likely to be 
subatantivel;y: universal; thus, it is hard to imagine a language 
utilizing some special type of breath-group, and so requiring a 
language-specific breathing rhythm. On the other hand, it is possible 
for some very few languages (or even one} to employ a certain unusual 
mechanism or timing, etc,, not employed by the majority of the 
world 1 s languages; such a case is the complex mechanism producing 
clicks in a small number of African languages. 
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But for the great majority of languages, the mechanisms 
employed will prove to be largely in common, though with detailed 
differences of placement, timing, etc. The most notorious of these 
common mechanisms and their stances are those perfectly well known 
from the classical work on the Basis of Articulation as described 
for English, French, and German by such scholars as Sweet (1892), 
Sievers (1901),.Jespersen (1913), and Vietor (1884); they concern 
mainly the attitudes of the tongue and iips, mutual influences of 
consonants and vowels, and factors such as force or articulation. 

It is I think no accident that, although I have extended the 
notion of the Ba.sis to embrace a wider range of phenomena, the 
~ elements continue to play a central role in the account, for 
these elements indeed prove to be among those responsible for the 
more global effects or the Ba.sis, that is, among those which seem 
to implicate whole sets of phonetic processes, 

Let me illustrate the notion 'global effect' by a brief survey 
of some of the elements in the Basis of Articulation for three 
languages--French, Swedish, and Lappish. 

2.2. From the work of Delattre (1953) we may derive three principles 
(Delattre calls them 'modes') that account for a diversity of 
phonetic facts about French: in particular, the modes control not 
only the exact qual~ties of consonants and vowels but also their 
cohestion--that is, the shapes of syllables, I take first the mode 
'tendu', a term referring to the level tension on the muscles of 
the tract during phonation. Its results are diverse, No glides of 
intonation appear, nor is there any centralization of vowels (shwa 
is thus the only vowel to suffer reduction and loss, even in fast 
speech). There are no falling diphthongs. No intensity variations 
appear, moreover, and stress is realized as duration. 

Second, consider the mode 1 anterieure 1 • This mode almost 
constitutes an acoustical output constraint, for in its most 
generalized form its definition is simply 'frontal resonance'--a 
condition fairly guaranteed for French when we recall that the 
consonants consistently coarticulate with vowels, and that the 
vowels are in fact preponderantly either front, or front and rounded, 
or simply rounded: only /a/ and perhaps shwa a.re neither front 
nor rounded, 

The twin elements of the mode 1 anterieure 1 , then, are a fronted 
tongue dorsum (plus concomitantly lowered tongue tip) and complete 
freedom of the lips to coa.rticulate with a following rounded segment. 
The general fronting of the tongue allows the effective palataliza-
tion of a lateral, while the lowered tongue tip gncourages its· 
vocalization (confirmed by 1-loss in fast speech); the lowered 
tongue tip also simultaneously prevents the palatalization of dental 
stops, even in the most casual or fast speech--compare English 'he's 
yours': French 1les yeux'--even as it provokes the dorsal pronunciation 
of French /r/, Consider too the apparent absurdity of the fine 
phonetic definition of dental /t/--viz., that it is a blade stop 
before front vowels, but a tongue-tip stop before back vowels--facts 
that automatically follow from the fronted, tip-do.rn attitude of the 
tongue, 

http:tip-do.rn
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Dele.ttre 's third mode pertains to syllabicB-··it is his mode 
croissant. The articulation of the French vowl h characteristi-
cally even in onset, steady (or even rising) in intensity &tits 
tru.·get, Wld swi:rt in its offset--a.11 ·of "Which stand :ln contra.st, 
incidentally, to the corresponding conditions for Englieh. The 
consequences ot this 'mode' are first, that an intervoc&lie 
consonant ia strongly dissociated trom the preceding vowel~ and 
conversely strongly teuds to make a syllable with its following 
vowel--thia ie the source, then, of the open syllable. But the 
consonant in tact coarticulatea so strongly with itB following vowel 
the.tit not only a.nticipates its coJoring (e.a with consonants befo:r 
labal.ized vowels) but al.so its voicing~-so that while voiceless 
stops are unl!i.spira.ted, voiced ·onea are voiced simu1taneously with 
the closure end ·are thus almost prene.salized. Further, while the 
non-cohesion . of a. sequence V + C :ts exemplified in the full release 
of final consonants (a.gain, compare the English), Dele.ttre•s cohesive 
CV ia once more aeen in fast speech, when a sequence of nasalized 
vowel plus voiced stop often becomes V'+ N (i.e., nasalized vowea 
plun nasa.l). If, as is likely, the early voicing of ti stop is 
achieved by continuation of the velic leakage in such an environment, 
then it ia also likely that in fa.at speeeh the velum simply does 
not have time to ret~act fully from this lowered ate.nee adopted for 
the preceding nasal vowel, We thus find Cp!naJ 'pendant', 
[a.vEl.npa.rleJ 1 avw1t de parler1 (Jones 1972). 

2.3. For another aspect of the Basis, that of the relative ~~~ ~

of mechanisms, I turn now to accent-systems in Scandinavian, In 
roost Scandinavian dhJ.ects a stressed vord may bear one of two 
types of accent; 1t may be either Acute (Ac.cent. I) or Grave (Accent 
II), these accents usually reflecting the phonological structure of 
the word, including the relations of its constituent morphemes.8 
Ohman (1967a) waa the first to interpret these accents in terms of 
a quantative model, Briefly, he supposed the occurrence ot a. 
sentence-level intonation pulse resulting in a rising p:i.tch (positive 
pulsa), in conjunction ~ith a word-level glottal signal resulting 
in a falling pitch (nege.tive pulse}. 

Ohman proposed, first, that the same two signals a.re in fa.ct 
responsible for both accents, depending on their relative timing: 
for Northern Swedish, for instance, sentence pulse with early vord 
pulse gives a.cmte, and the reverse gives grave. But he then 
extended the same model to account, in terms of the same relative 
·timing between the tw-o pulses, for the intonation patterns 
corresponding to the two accents over a. very large number of 
Scandinavian dialects, even including the apparent pitch reversal 
between the accent pattern for Southern {Malmo) and Northern 
(Stockholm) types of Swedish. 

Such an explanation, so simple in its mechanism, yet so  
profound in its predictive power, is likely to pr~ve correct in·  
principle despite -the fact that the EMG teats in Ohman (1967b) did  
not quite confirm the predicted laryngeal activity at the muscles  

http:contra.st
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he in fact chose to investigate, And more gener&lly, the notion 
of the relative timing of the component articulatory gestures for 
a given segment is a most pover:t'ul explanatory tool; though space 
limitations do not allow details, this could easily be illustrated 
by a consideration or the different kinds of nasals resulting if we 
vary the time overlap between voicing, oral closure, and velum 
lowering, e.g., as between languages like Twana (Drachmwi 1969b), 
and Khmu? (Smalley 1961) • 

2.4. A third language, Lappish, may well prove to exhibit elements 
already discussed, but in a fresh combination. A principle of 
syllable shaping proposed for La.ppish in Houlihan and Webb (1972) 
seems to incorporate both notions of syllable structure suggested 
in the accounts above: viz., that for the French mode croissant9 
and that for the Danish acute accent. If we define Lappish accented 
syllables as both Croissant and as terminating with a glottal-lowering 
pulse, then as before a diverse set of processes is apparently 
determined. Thus, (a) syllable-cohesion prevents a following 
consonant from geminating back across the syllable-boundary (as 
occurs for unaccented syllables); (b) a non-homorganic cluster at 
the syllable boundary will be broken up by an epenthetic vowel; (c) 
on the other hand, a voiced geminate at the syllable boundary will 
actually be lengthened, as a consequence of the expansion of the 
supraglottal cavity resulting from glottal lowering. Finally, (d) 
the same croissant structure will transform a falling to a rising 
diphthong in the accented syllable.10 

2,5. The examples given suggest that the Basis may be looked upon 
as a kind of unifying principle. Two kinds of unity have been 
proposed for phonological processes, viz,, formal unity and 
functional unity. Processes (i.e., the rules which formalize them) 
may be formally united under certain fairly imprecisely defined 
conditions of symmetry and paralle+ism in their content or their 
domain. thus, to take the simplest kind of example, if English 
vowels are to be tensed in two environments--before vowels, and in 
final oosition if non-low--then we might collapse the two processes 
(Chomsky and Halle 1968--hereafter, SPE) as formally or structurallY" 
unified,ll Alternatively, if various quite different-looking 
processes such as vowel-insertion and cluster-simplification conspire 
in their effects, viz., to disallow tri-consonantal clusters in 
utterances in a language such as Yawelmani, then we might hold 
(with Kisseberth 1970) that these processes s·how functional12 
unity . 

.Analogously, I want to propose that if a small number of 
mechanisms or attitudes in the tract control a diversity of phonetic 
processes, so that the activation of one set is made most plausible 
while that of some other set is rendered most unlikely, then the 
processes concerned exhibit a causal unity. Thus the Basia of 
Articulation constitutes a causal principle with reference to the 
processes which it provokes or blocks for a given language. 

http:syllable.10
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But here a problem a.rises, It is of course possible to define 
the sets of (respectively) provoked and blocked processes, for a 
given ,Ba.sis-definition; l;>Ut a generative phonology, while its 
structure is devised specifically to exhibit the positive processes 
a form is to be submitted to, has no explanatory pover with respect 
to the positive blocking of processesl3 which we also find to be 
a characteristic ot the Basis, How, for instance, couJ.d we formalize 

.the notion that the tongue attitude for French automatically pre-
cludes the palatalization of dental stops? But is there, if the 
present treatment of the Basis is reasonable, .really any more 
reason to specify even the provoked processes? 

Might we not, that is, allow all these processes dominated 
by the Basis (provoked and blocked alike) to be 9understood 1 , given 
the Basis and a suitably rich mete.phonetics, What makes this 
extreme proposal less than persuasive, however, is the simple 
fact of adaptation; persons with radically different tract lengths 
and proportions still use the same allophones, and a person with a 
growth in his mouth quickly adapts to it--in the opposite extreme-
case, a person losing his tongue through cancer may still proauce 
very acceptable vowels and consonants (Drachman 1969a), An absolute 
specification of the Basis of ArticuJ.ation may thus prove elusive 
even in principle, However, if we consider the Basis itself to 
constitute a global adaptation to the processes heard to operate in 
the language concerned, then for speakers of that language there 
will be 'normal' Basis elements insofar as there are correspondingly 
'normal' speech tracts. We should certainly wish to maintain that,  
for a given tract, e.nd the Basis adapting it to a particular  
language, the provoked and blocked processes which this Basis  
dominates are determined.  

3, The Basis in generative phonology 

3.1. There ought, of course, to be no question of the importance 
of the notion Basis of Articulation as a unifying principle for 
pedagogy, and the literature in fact contains injunctions to 
whole-tract adjustment clearly implying the real-time physiological 
nature of the Basis (cf. Honikman 1964, Delattre 1951), 

Hardly appreciated or even well known, on the other hand, .is  
the possible application of an understanding of the speech-ready ,  
setting, for speech-therapy. Yet it has for some time been clear,  
from the work of Krmpotic (1959), that certain pathologies of  
phonation may well turn on faulty ordering in the setting up of  
the internal and external larynx musculature before the act of  
speech.14  

3.2. Turning to phonological theory, it is curious how the Basis  
of Articulation has been almost overlooked in the past decade;  
notable exceptions being Malmberg, Heffner15 and Delattre. Within  
the camps of generative phonology, the reason for this neglect is  
not hard to divine. Theoretical phonologists have all-too-readily  
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assumed (vide SPE) that only the :s:amma.ticalll determined aspects 
of the signal are relevant to the phonological description. The 
result is that the Ba.sis of Articulation has been relegated quite 
explicitly to a limbo of Performance also containing factors such 
as voice-quality, pitch, rate of utterance, transitions, etc,16 

But in the discussion of the interpretation of Distinctive 
Features, SPE in fact makes most crucial use ot the notions 
'spontaneous voice' and 'neutral vowel', notions which fall 
entirely within the domain of the Basis of Articulation. 

First, the notion 'spontaneous voice' is defined in completely 
physiologica.l terms; if the vocal cords a.re first adducted to a 
certain setting, then they will automatically vibrate when 'normal' 
sub...glottal pressure obtains, provided free egress is given to the 
supra-glottal airstrea.m., Vowels,' semi-vowels, nasals and liquids 
are thus guaranteed their special status as Resonants, i.e., as 
segments for which spontaneous voice obtains; and conversely, it 
follows that voicing in obstruents requires some special adjustment·, 
perhaps by the creation of a. larger average glotte.1 opening during 
the vibration-cycle, 

Second, it is fundamental to the SPE definition of the vowels 
that there be a so-called 1neutra1•17 vowel identified with the 
English mid-front vowel /e/. But the very notion 1neutre.1' vowel 
~ests on the use of the most fundamental element in the classical 
Basis of Articulation--the already-discussed attitude of the tongue 
(Sievers (1901) Lagerung der Zunge) as its speech-ready position. 
Thus two fundamental principles utilized in the classification of 
segments and the definition of Features rest squarely on what I have 
treated simply as elements of the Basis of Articulation. 

J:Iow Ciba. and Kajiyama. (1958) in fact origine.1ly proposed that, 
since a mid-front vowel /e/ corresponds to a tract whose cross-section 
is maximally homogeneous, the acoustic qualities of the other vowels 
could be predicted in terms of systematic distortions in just such 
a tract. Thus defined, the (acoustically) 'neutral' vowel ought to 
be a universal of speech-production, and the account in SPE certainly 
seems to imply just that. 

It remains for further experimentation to confirm whether the 
various challenges to such a contention are justified: I mention 
only two. Dela.ck (1970) has claimed that, within the present 
framework, one must, counter-intuitively, characterize the /e/ and 
/o/ of German as C+HighJ since they are phonetice.1ly higher than 
the English mid-vowel /e/ in 'bed', To avoid this, while not 
rejecting the fundamente.1 insight contained in the notion 'neutre.1 1 

vowel, he proposes to redefine 'neutral' in terms of the /e/ vowel 
in the language concerned. In effect, Delack is thus perhaps not 
unreasonably insisting that the neutre.1 tongue position is language-
specific,18 More extremely, on the other hand~ Ladefoged et al. 
(1972) baldly state.that their data 'give no support to the notion 
that the tongue should be in the neutral position in 'bed'. 

But the relegation of the Basis to the interpretative component 
in this way~l9 though consistent with the claim that rates of 
utterance are of interest only in a performance model, is in fact 
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quite inconsistent with the facts of 'rates of speech', First, 
it seems to be the case that (contra SPE) no useful dividing line 
may be drawn at the grammatically defined phonological output: in 
fact, between very careful speech and extremely fast speech 
stretches a seamless web of processes, extending from dental 
Palatalization (as in [g5caJ, 'got you', vell within the limits of 
SPE) to dental Flapping, loss of Flap and glottal insertion (as in 
Cbf?iJ, 'Betty' lying vell beyond those limits), all processes of 
seemingly equal status and structure. 

Second, the fact that fast speech phenomena are predictably 
generalizations of slow speech ones (better, slow speech phenomena 
are limitations on fast speech processes) shows that the phonetic 
output over the whole sea.le of speeds (or degrees of casualness) 
is in fact locked to the one and the s8llle Basis of Articulation--
and is in fact provoked by it. It follows that the Basis is not 
a part of the interpretative component in the sense of SPE, but 
that it stands in command of processes whose output is (as claimed 
above) not interpretable so much as predictable. 

3,3, The facts concerning the Basis of Articulation must, then, 
be somehow stated before the processes which it dominatea,20 But 
there is an important sense in which all the rules in a phonology 
presuppose for their operation a part of some Basis of Articulation. 
Is it thus the case that the total set of statements of the Basis 
is superordinate to the whole phonology, and must be given at the 
outset? 

The facts make such a conclusion highly implausible, First, 
rules for (e.g.) the English Vowel Shift (giving alternations such 
as divine - divinity, profane - profanity) or for English Spirant-
ization (giving corrode - corrosion, evade - evasion) in fact 
formalize historical debris in the language, and the present Basis 
can hardly have anything to do with their phonetic plausibility as 
rules--that is, they are 1dead 1 or simply 'learned' rules. If the 
Basis is invoked to explicate these, then theoretically we have 
opened Pandora's box, and any series of historical survivals 
would require a corresponding series of Bases to explicate them. 21 

Second, and conversely, it is clear that the processes found 
in children's secret languages, or those known as slips of the 
tongue22 never 'undo' rules like Vowel Shift in English or Umlaut 
in German, while they always undo Palatalization in English or 
unvoicing of final stops in German--which again corresponds to the 
fact that it is the latter kind of rules (the 'live' ones) that are 
as it were guaranteed by the Basis, but not the former. 

3,4. Now while the Basis applies only to the 'live' processes 
in the language, it must yet be clarified that the Basis does not 
in fact of itself guarantee the operation of even these processes; 
that is, even these processes do not behave as passive reflexes, to 
be triggered whenever the relevant stimuli (i.e. segments) are 
present. Let me give a simple example of what this means. 
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In Japanese, high vovels are unvoiced in normal speech when 
they fall between spira.nts. Thie tact might well be associated 
vith the very high air-flow requirement for spirants, the cords 
tending to remain more open during tbe intervening vovel also, with 
resultant passive unvoicing of the vowel. But research bas clearly 
shown two curious facts: first, it is not the case that each of a 
series of vowels between spira.nts will un~oice (Han 1962); and 
second, that innervation of the vocalis ·m1J,scle is alvrcy-s and only 
present when voicing occurs, and absent when voicing does not 
occur (Hirose et al., 1970). Thus though a predisposition is 
present, a choice must be ma.de, and a command given. 

Such evidence, supplemented by the mass of exceptions (whether 
for grammatical or lexical reasons) to so-called fast speech rules 
(e.g, Z'W'icky 1970, 1972), as well as by the fact that such rules 
are often operative in quite slow speech, suggests the following 
interpretation. 

The live processes in a given language are supported by 
corresponding elements in its Ba.sis of Articulation. But the 
processes whose outputs are acceptable to a given speech community 
{e.g. its casual speech processes) are still not physiologically 
but rather culturally-bound phenomena, I believe it is unreason-
able to demand of the common code that it ~ontain elements not 
under the voluntary control of its users,24 and W"Ould thus claim 
that acceptable processes are always within the limitations of 
the (Ba.sis-orientated) tract, 

I do not think this somewhat extreme view stands to be 
straightforwardly contradicted, even from the most obvious sources--
e,g,, from the data for co-articulation: on the contrary, Ohms.n's 
(1966) coa.rticulation data. indicate clearly that even such an 
apparently automatic process may be voluntarily constrained, as the 
Russian data shows. On the other hand, the status of drunken, 
drugged, or epileptic (ictal) speech is quite unclear vis-a-vis 
the principle of voluntariness I have subscribed to,24 

3,5. Which end of the scale of casualness (or speed) is the Basis 
set for, the most careful or the most casual speech acceptable? 
I should like to claim that the Basis is set up to collaborate with 
the most casual speech permitted in a particular dialect--the most 
casual style being that permitting the richest and most far-reaching 
set of processes to apply •25 

For different degrees of casualness in a. given dialect it is 
likely that what is adjusted is not separate individual details of 
the feedforward system, but simply the overall threshold setting 
for the system as a whole. It is important to note that such a 
threshold adjustment does not result simply in the cutting off (or 
addition) of the 1lowest level' rules, but rather in a shift in the 
threshold of each individual rule--where threshold levels correspond 
to places along hierarchies, rule for rule, Thus, for instance, if 
a dental stop is in the most casual speech palatalized before both 
.!. end y:_, then a more careful style might still allow palatalization. 
before 'L alone, but never before .!. alone, since y_ is the most 
palatalizing environment. 
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On the other hand, for other dialects the teedforward will 
require ditterenti&l adjustments of detail (e.g. the re~timing ot 
the word-pulse in relation to the sentence pulse, tor Scandinavian 
accents) while the decision to speak a ditterent language will 
for the true bilingual perhaps require a vholese.l.e and ditferential 
re-adjustment ot all the elements of the Ba.sis.26 

4. Acquisition ot the Basis 

4.1. It is reasonable to assume that it is a natural property of 
the child's muscle-control system to incorporate not only feed-back 
but also 1'eed-f'orwa.rd devices, tha.t is, to utilize overall prepara-
tory and ongoing tonus adjustments that are specific to a. code--
in the present cases language. I shall also assume that the child 
has stored correct menta.1 representations of the forms of his 
language, and concern myself here only with the question, how does 
he reproduce specific segments? 

The child's problem is to map acoustical representations into 
appropriate physiological mechanisms (cf. Drachme.n 1971), and so 
to adjust the preparatory settings and ongoing tonuaea for these 
mechanisms a.s to guarantee maximal. ease of production over the 
while range of styles, from most careful to most casua.1, sanctioned 
for the dialect of his speech community. 

4.2, As was pointed out earlier, the change-over in the breathing 
system is probably completely innate; but notice that even here there 
:ma.y be developmental disruptions; for the attempt to utter long 
phrases requires practice, and it is not uncommon for a child to speak 
alternately on outgoing and ingoing breath at some stage of develop-
ment (Drachman and Drachma.n 1972). 

Whole-spectrum shifts are to be seen on spectrograms of infant 
vo~a.lizations (Truby, et. al. 1965): this suggests that at the stage 
when the infant tongue is still rigidly positioned during vocalization, 
the larynx may al.ready be raised or lowered. Thus it seems that, 
as for the velum, so the muscles regulating larynx height cen early 
be controlled independently of those with which they must work 
synergistically in swallowing. 

On the other hand, so far as the speech-ready attitude of the 
vocal cords themselves is concerned,27 a maturation series is to 
be postulated. Setting aside the stages of infant screaming, 
crying and cooing, 'W'hich contain predominantly vowel-like sounds, 
we take first babbling; and here, as onsets to (only) open syllables, 
all obstruents seem to be voiced by anticipatory assimilation. 
However, at the so-called onset of speech, with its imitation of 
adult shapes (whether or not with the accepted adult meanings), a 
developmental disruption seems to occur in some cases (e.g., 
Leopold 1947); all consonants a.re suddenly for some time voiceless 
(even whispered), and vowels seem to assimilate to consonants, 
becoming in turn voiceless. Shortly thereafter, vowels re-voice, 
and prevocalic consonants again assimilate to them for voicing--

http:1'eed-f'orwa.rd
http:Ba.sis.26
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whether in open or in closed syllables. It is only later still that 
the child achieves control of voicing in obstruents, so that ore-
vocalic obstruents may at length be voiceless, and final obstruents 
may be voiced (cf. also Velten 1943), 

As was mentioned above, the infant te>ngue is rigidly positioned 
at a fronted shwa-like configuration in screaming, a characteristic 
the infant has in common with the ape (Lieberman 1968). But the 
infant soon connnands the tongue-moving musculature, both intrinsic 
and extrinsic, and later infant pre-speech vocalizations seem to 
employ a tongue which is cupped, reminiscent of the internal-
rounding configuration described for Tillamook (Thompson and Thompson 
1966). It is not clear at what stage the characteristic convex or 
concave tongue shape is first employed, nor of course at what aee 
a 'neutral' attitude is first taken up preparatory to the utterance. 

More generally, it may be said that the child quickly discovers 
through acoustic and proprioceptive feedback--the oral chamber being 
particularly rich in sensory detectors--the acoustical output 
capabilities and limitations of all possible combinations of 
mechanisms, and this perhaps even as early as the stage when he 
is capable of producing "all conceivable sounds 11 , ( Gregoire 1937) 
in babbling. But in fact he may be assumed to have also discovered 
even more--he may also have discovered cases where alternative 
combinati2ns of mechanisms produce approximately the same acoustical 
outputs.2ti 

4.3. What, then, guides the selection of the most suitable mechanisms, 
in the face of such possible alternatives? And what guides the 
decisions concerning appropriate settings and tonuses? It was 
pointed out earlier that the facts of adptation in pathological 
cases proved tpat "the processes select the Basis of Articulation." 
And indeed, this seems an effective strategy for the child's choice 
of mechanisms; he remarks especially those environments in which it 
matters which mechanism he chooses. Thus, for example, the Greek 
child hears the name Tasso as [tasoJ, but its Accusative form /ton 
taso/ as [ton dasoJ: he must thus assign the Feature Lax to word-
initial voiceless stops, for these are the tokens of voiceless 
stops which are permitted after a nasal in external sandhi (as in 
the example). How in the first place, this is a decision applying 
to voiceless stops only in this ~articular environment; but the 
child may very well soon thereafter ap!1ly the re-interpretation to 
heard sequences of iiasal plus voiced stop within words as well. 
Drachman and Drachman (1972) suggest that this re-interpretation is 
in fact carried out quite early by most children learning Greek as 
a native language. We find occasional child forms such as [y1yantosJ 29 
for adult [y1yandosJ; the medial sequence [ndJ of the model [y1y~ndosJ 
has been re-interpreted as /nt/, at a stage when the rule which 
would convert this to [ndJ is still constrained to word-initial 
position. 

4.4. Are there rule-guided environments such that a sine;le unique 
choice of mechanisms is forced uron the child for a ~iven se1?Tient-
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type? If, as ()hman (1966) and Perkell (1969) have suggested, the 
natural substrate of the speech-production process is the ongoing 
vowel gesture--and the preva.lence of vowel-harmony in child language 
tends to confirm such a hypothesis--then it might be claimed that 
a child acquiring & language 'W'hich exploits this very principle 
(i.e. a 'vowel-harmony' language) is under exceptiona.lly strong 
rule-dominance to find a consistent mechanism. In such a case, the 
most appropriate mechanism should be stable not only for a given 
individual but across whole (dialect) communities at least.· 

For simplicity, let us confine our attention to harmony 
languages like Igbo, languages in which the vowels of words must 
a.ll be chosen consistently from vowel pairs related by tongue 
height.30 Now the work of Lindblom and Sundberg (1971) and others 
shows that absolute tongue heigh~ may in fact be achieved by 
differential combinations of three factors, viz., jaw opening, 
tongue raising and tongue root advance. Do the speakers of such 
languages in fact consistently use a single dominant tongue-height-
producing mechanism? 

Recent work by Lindau et al. (1972) provides a qualified 
'yes' to this question-qualified because data for only a single 
speaker for each vowel-harmony language was examined, but 'yes' 
because each speaker did in fact seem to consistently use a single 
mechanism to distinguish the vowel sets concerned. But the matter 
is a little more complex: while for (West African) Asante Twi and 
(Western Nilotic) Dhu Luo the mechanisms chosen seems to be tongue 
root advancing, the speaker of (Eastern Nilotic) Ateso used only 
tongue raising. 

Matters for non-vowel-harmony languages like English and 
German, on the other hand, are frankly puzzling. Since the Tense 
and Lax vowels for both English and German are strongly distinguished 
by length, one might have expected th~ height distinctions to be 
achieved in quite personal mixtures of the three possible control 
factors. For three of the (Lindau et al.) speakers of English, 
this proved a true prediction: but three other English speakers 
and also the one speaker of German in fact shoved consistent use 
of tongue root advancing. 

Our hypothesis is only weakly confirmed: but one would at 
least wish s~ill to predict that no speaker of Asante Twi uses a 
varying mixt.ure of vowel-height-inducing mechanisms. Conversely, 
assuming there are no 'live' processes in English or German 
connecting forms for which Tense and Lax Vowels alternate,3l we 
would expect ind.ividua.l variation in the Tense-Lax mechanism no 
less for speakers of those languages than for speakers of (say) 
Nez Perce, for whom vowel-harmony occurs but is no longer at all 
a matter of surface phonetic symmetry. 

4.5. But this is not the only source of the child's decision-
forcing data. Reca.ll that the Basis of Articulation is also 
responsible for the fact that different styles of a given dialect 
are still recognizably part of that dialect, that is, that 
thresholds a.re adjusted globally within the dominance of the 

http:height.30
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Basis: it follows that the hearing of that very same range of 
styles from syllabifications to mumbled (but perhaps not blurted) 
speech, and the induction of th~ processes linking them, provides 
the data for decisions on the appropriate settings and tonuses. 
Insofar as heard slips of the tongue, hesitations, Pig Latin usage, 
etc., are similarly contributory data to decisions on the Basis 
of Articuiation, it is clear that the full range of Performance 
factors, the full spectrum of speech phenomena is essential to the 
acquisition process.32 Conversely (to conclude with a paradox), 
suppose by the fiat of the 11Academy for the simplification of the 
Mother tongue" that a whole generation of children were always to 
be subjected to a single and unique shape for each morpheme of 
their native language, it is unlikely that they would come to a 
common set of decisions on the mechanisms of production--and thus 
the stage would immediately be set for who knows that innovations 
within that single unfortunate generation! 

Footnotes 

1. This paper was read to the Linguistic Society of Vienna, 
and to the Auditorium Academicum, Salzburg, June 1972, To appear 
in Die Sprache. 

2. In such a tradition one characterizes (e.g.) British English 
as 'clipped' and precise; American English as nasalized, drawled 
and careless; male German speech as pharyngeal; French and German 
speech as vigorously lip-rounded; and speech in the languages of 
India and Pakistan as 'slack-jawed'. 

3, Cf. Lashley's (1951) seminal paper. Though the present 
paper is concerned mainly with the phonetic output, in fact the 
whole language system must be considered as a single priming unit 
when considering the facts of perception. In this respect, there 
is reason to believe that the ear is also primed as a receptor.

4. I do not wish to imply that speech is, after all, an 'over-
laid' function (Cf. the strictures in Lieberman 1968); but clearly 
the vegetative and speech programs have distinct statuses. 

5, In Japanese, for instance, while the lateral crico-arytenoid 
muscles alone dictate the larynx-internal preparatory stance, these 
muscles must apparently work together with the vocalis in controlling 
ongoing tonus (and thus voicing) during the utterance (Hirose et 
al., 1970).

6. Cf. careful [finalmaJ 1 finalement 1 , with casual Cfinam[J, 
Jones 	 (1972). 

7, English Chis1zyuJ 'he sees you'; but French ClezyiJ 'the 
eyes' never gives [lezy~J, even in the most casual style, 

8. Cf. Swedish: Tone I Tone II 
f;gel 1 bird 1 f;glar 1 birds 1 

kall 'cold' kallare 'colder' 
and-en 1the duck' ande-n 'the spirit' 

http:process.32
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9. This must for the moment be considered a programmatic 
analysis, in the absence ot experimental evidence that amplitude 
differences during a syllable are in fact perceptible in normal 
speech. Ct. the strictures in Lehiste (1972) on this score. 

10. The common phenomenon of semi-vocalization o:f a front 
vowel before a be.ck vowel (e.g. in Modern Greek, cf. Hadzidakis 
1905) is probably to be attributed to the saine tendency to 
croissant syllable structure. 

11. But compare the critique in Mccawley (1972); and the 
continuing controversy over the Sanskrit !'.J:YS!.-rule in Zwicky (1970), 
Vennemann (1972), and O'Bryan (1972). . · 

12. Cf, also Kim's (1970) principle of implosion, for Korean. 
13. The standard mechanism for directly blocking a rule 

applies only to lexical exceptions to that rule, and consists -
simply in marking such items tminus next ruleJ. Rule ordering is 
of course the standard procedure for indirect blocking; but a.gain, 
this mechanism is only overt in formalizing historical change, 
synchronic dialect compari.son, or of course, language acquisition 
in the child. 

14. It m~ be that, as with many 'triggered' innate. abilities, 
acquisition of the proper Basis of Articulation is permanently 
inhibited if it does not occur in early childhood, There are 
cases of congenital cleft palate, for instance, where despite 
excellent surgical procedures proper closure of the velum is never 
acquired. On the other hand, however, consider the complex 
adjustments successfully made in certain cases of laryngectomy 
or even glossectomy surveyed in Drachman (1969), 

15. Though Heffner (1950) despairs of a method of measurement 
being devised that would permit the mathematical description of 
the Basis of Articulation. Cf. section 2,5 above. 

16, E,g., in Chomsky-Halle (1968), who in fact quote 
Marouzeau (1943) as defining the Ba.sis of Articulation as "the 
system of c~aracteristic articulatory movements of a given 
language that confer upon it its general phonetic aspect". 

17. Cf. the term 'neutral tongue position' in Jakobson, 
Fant~ and Halle (1951}. The notion is fundamental in the sense 
that the mid-front vowel ought then to be the result of the removal 
of all positive vowel commands--hence the specification t-Back, 
-High, -LowJ. It is not clear how such a reflex of what is perhaps 
ultimately an acoustically based priming stance in fact corresponds~ 
to the classical notion that shwa is the a.rticulato;ry neutral vowel. 

18. In particular, that the tongue-stance for German is 
higher and more frontal than for English. 

19. As also in Lieberman (1970). 
20. But surely not as rules: such rules would indeed have a 

qua.int status, each being linked to some discontinuous set of 
'lower• rules, insofar as each mechanism provoked sue~ a set. 

21. It would be worth exploring whether this is in fact a 
necessary part of any historical explanation, in conjunction with 
the fact that 'early' processes in synchronic phonologies often 
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show integer-like hierarchies. Conversely, the persistence of a 
given .Ba.sis element must somehow relate to Sapir I s 'drift ' • 
· 22. Cf. the parallel facts for aphasia involving peripheral 
as against ceptral language systems, as in Whitaker (1971}. 

23. As noted above (3.3), the Basis survives slips of the 
tongue, though these are of course not voluntary. 

24. Cf. also stage conventions for non-local dialects; 
secret languages such as one (heard by the author among school 
children in Los Angeles} in which all vowels are replaced by [iJ; 
speech with clenched teeth, closed or open mouth, etc.--in which 
part of the Basis is rigidly fixed, without contextual variation. 

25. The status claimed here for the notion 'most casual speech' 
is independently given similar emphasis in Dressler (1972}, 

26. The semi-bilingual, in turn, may impose the Basis for 
his primary language upon his secondary language. Some so-called 
substratum influences in language change may thus depend on the 
substrate Basis. 

27. The sphincter action of the glottis is of course operative 
fro_m birth, as is evident from the hard 'attack' quality of infant 
screams. 

28. The notion 'same output' is of cours.e very difficult to 
quantify, going as it does with the acoustical equivalent to 
-sloppy identity'. In any case, 'same' does not at all mean 
'identical', pace Mermelstein (1967)~ Unclear in another way is 
the assumption that we can define a 'normal speech tract' for a 
given sex and age--an assumption unwarranted as much because of 
differential rates of development from child to child as because of 
individual genetic differences (cf. Brosnahan 1961). 

29, The age at which such variants appear (8-9 years) makes 
it interesting to consider how the learning of the spelling system 
interacts with this reinterpretation. 

30. The test case, clearly, must be a language in which vowel 
harmony shows complete surface (i.e., phonetic) symmetry. Compare 
the contrary prediction for a language in which vowel harmony is 
no longer symmetrical on the surface, as e.g., Nez Perce. 

31. At issue, at first sight perhaps, is the kind of 'productivity' 
attributable to a rule of English such as Tri-syllabic Laxing. But 
notice that, thanks to the Great Vowel Shift and applied vowel-
adjustments, no surface pairs directly related by the Feature Tense/ 
Lax survive. 

32. This completely justifies certair. aspects of the 'degraded 
sample' supposedly presented to the child; to which reference is 
often made, e.g., in SPE. 
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